Context-dependent female mate choice maintains variation in male sexual activity
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The existence of individual variation in males’ motivation to mate remains a conundrum as directional selection should favour high mating frequencies. Balancing selection resulting from (context-dependent) female mate choice could contribute to the maintenance of this behavioural polymorphism. In dichotomous choice tests, mosquitofish (\textit{Gambusia holbrooki}) females preferred virtual males showing intermediate mating frequencies, reflecting females’ tendencies to avoid harassment by highly sexually active males. When tested in the presence of a female shoal—which protects females from male harassment—focal females showed significantly stronger preferences for high sexual activity. A trade-off between (indirect) benefits and (direct) costs of mating with sexually active males probably explains context-dependent female mate choice, as costs depend on the social environment in which females choose their mates. No preference was observed when we tested virgin females, suggesting that the behavioural pattern described here is part of the learned behavioural repertoire of \textit{G. holbrooki} females.

1. Background

In species in which male investment into individual offspring is low, males should be under directional selection to maximize mating activity, assuming that high mating frequencies increase...
the number of offspring males will father [1]. Still, pronounced variation of male mating activity in natural populations is observed [2–4]. Much of this variation can be ascribed to competition among males resulting in unequal mating opportunities [5]. Also, it can reflect costs associated with mating, as some males carry parasites [6] or are otherwise physiologically challenged [7]. While the latter studies suggest that male mating activity could be an honest indicator of males’ current condition [8,9], there is increasing evidence that male mating behaviour differs consistently among individuals [10,11] even with ample mating opportunities, thus reflecting behavioural profiles rather than plastic responses to environmental and/or social factors (see electronic supplementary material, S1 for Eastern mosquitofish, *Gambusia holbrooki*). These observations raise the question of how intrinsic differences in male sexual activity can be maintained in a population.

Using *G. holbrooki* as our model organism, we tested an as-yet unexplored hypothesis, that male sexual activity may not directly predict their mating success because females reject the most sexually active (most harassing) males depending on social context. *Gambusia holbrooki* has a coercive mating system [12,13] and rejection of highly sexually active males could be a result of costs arising from male sexual harassment, as reported for an array of species [14–16] including *G. holbrooki* [17,18] and other poeciliid fishes [19,20]. In this case, females should evaluate male sexual activity [21] in addition to phenotypic characteristics like colour ornaments [22] or body size [23] as a mate choice criterion.

Assuming that females gain indirect benefits from mating with males exhibiting high sexual activity (a trait their sons may inherit [24]) but simultaneously incur costs from sexual harassment, we predicted that females would show a preference for intermediate male sexual activity, resulting in a nonlinear (stabilizing) preference function. To test this idea, we used binary association preference tests in which we presented focal females with computer animations showing virtual stimulus males that differed only in numbers of sexual approaches towards a virtual female mating partner.

Moreover, *G. holbrooki* females form all-female shoals to protect themselves from male harassment [17,18,25], just like many other fishes form shoals to evade predators [26]. This prompted the hypothesis that females rate male attractiveness differently when they are alone or in a shoal. Specifically, females should exhibit a preference for (rather than aversion of) highly sexually active males in proximity of a protective shoal. We tested this idea with a modified experimental set-up in which the focal female exerted mate choice in the presence of a shoal consisting of three conspecific females. Finally, we asked whether the female preference for male sexual activity—and potential context-specific adjustments of this preference—are innate behavioural features of the species or must be learned through sexual experience [27]. To this end, we contrasted the behaviour of sexually experienced and inexperienced (virgin) females.

### 2. Methods

#### 2.1. Study organism and maintenance of test subjects

Eastern mosquitofish (*G. holbrooki*) have a widespread natural range of occurrence in fresh waters of the eastern USA, but have been introduced worldwide to control mosquito larvae and the diseases they transmit [13]. *Gambusia holbrooki* is a livebearing species with internal fertilization. Mating behaviour does not involve courtship, and many mating attempts (called gonopodial thrusts) are coercive [12,28], even though the success of coercive mating attempts in poeciliid fishes appears to be low [29,30]. A frequently observed premating behaviour of non-courting poeciliids is ‘nipping behaviour’ during which males touch the female’s gonopore with their snout [21]. Female behaviour (staying close to or swimming away from a male) seems to influence the outcome of forced inseminations [31], underlining the importance of female mate choice in this mating system.

We used fish of a laboratory stock (maintained in our laboratory since 2013) originating from fish collected in Florida. Fish were maintained in mixed-sex stock tanks (200 l, except virgin females, see below) that were equipped with filters, natural gravel and various aquatic plants and stones for shelter. Fish were held at a constant temperature of 24°C under a 12 L : 12 D regime and were fed twice a day with commercially available flake food (TetraMin®), frozen chironomid larvae and *Artemia* sp. To maintain water quality, we exchanged half of the water every two weeks and replaced it by aged tap water.

To obtain virgin females, we raised offspring in separate tanks under conditions as described above. Males were identified by their developing gonopodium [32] and were separated from females before reaching sexual maturity (electronic supplementary material, S2).
2.2. Experimental set-up

We tested female responses to males showing different levels of sexual activity. Additional experimentation in our laboratory found numbers of sexual behaviours to range between 0.7 and 3.4 behaviours per minute when ample mating opportunities were provided (one male cohabited with three females; see electronic supplementary material, S1), which is in line with previous studies on this species [17,33]. However, we decided to roughly double the frequencies for low, medium and high sexual activity in the animations for the following reasons: male \textit{G. holbrooki} typically switch between phases of burst sexual activity, during which they show incessant pursuit of females and frequent gonopodial thrusting, and phases of low or no sexual activity (C.S.-T., M.P., J.G., C.H., D.B. 2013–2017, personal observation). During phases of peak sexual activity (which often last no longer than a few seconds), females are exposed to elevated levels of male harassment, which is neglected when averaging male sexual activity over a much longer observation phase. Moreover, in our experiment quantifying variation in male mating activity, we used groups of familiar individuals (electronic supplementary material, S1). Poeciliid males, however, show elevated mating frequencies after brief social isolation or when they encounter a novel female [34–37]—both of which are likely to happen regularly under natural conditions. We, therefore, defined 1.5 sexual interactions per minute as low sexual activity, 3 as medium and 6 as high sexual activity. These frequencies elicited female responses in a pilot study (not shown).

Two days prior to the mate choice tests, we transferred all focal females to different maintenance tanks (80 × 40 × 30 cm), in which they were held in groups of 10–15 individuals. Except for the absence of males, conditions were the same as in the mixed-sex stock tanks. We tested three cohorts of focal females that differed in sexual experience and the social context in which they were tested: (i) sexually experienced females (i.e. adult females from mixed-sex stock tanks) were tested alone (n = 15), (ii) sexually experienced adult females were tested with a shoal consisting of three familiar females present (n = 15), and (iii) adult virgin females were tested alone (n = 18). All test subjects were tested successively for their preferences for different nipping frequencies. In each test run, we presented one of three types of animations (each of them showing a different nipping frequency) on one monitor, while another monitor presented the same animation pair without any sexual behaviour (control). With this binary dichotomous design, we prevented mating preferences from being masked by mere social attraction, as \textit{Gambusia} females tend to form shoals [13,26,38].

The test tank (80 × 30 × 30 cm) was filled with aged tap water to a height of 10 cm (electronic supplementary material, S3). We visually divided the tank into three zones: two lateral preference zones (both 20 cm in length) close to the screens (FUJITSU Display B22 W-5) that showed the stimulus animations, and a neutral zone in the middle (40 cm) [21]. To initiate a trial, we gently transferred a female into a transparent Plexiglas cylinder (11 cm diameter) in the middle of the neutral zone. At this time, both screens were set to show a grey background that matched the grey cardboard with which all sides of the experimental tank were covered (except for an 8 × 20 cm gap on both smaller sides through which the animations were presented). After 1 min of acclimation, we started playback of both animations and the female could observe them for 3 min from its central position. Afterwards, we gently released the female from the cylinder and allowed it to swim freely for 5 min and choose to associate with either type of animation. A camera recorded the female, and we later used the resulting videos to determine how much time the female spent in either of the two association zones. Association times in similar dichotomous mate choice tests have been demonstrated to provide information about female mating preferences in related species [39–41]. To control for side bias, we repeated the procedure with changed side-assignments and summed up females’ times near each animation type.

We placed the female back into the cylinder and gave it 2 min for acclimation before we presented the next set of animations. The female thus completed all three preference tests before we measured its standard length (SL) and transferred it back into its original stock tank. We randomized the order of the three animation pairs as well as the side on which the control was shown during the first trial.

In the treatment testing sexually experienced females in the presence of a female shoal, the focal female was accompanied by three familiar individuals (from the same stock) throughout the whole series of preference tests. The shoal was kept in a transparent Plexiglas cylinder (18 cm diameter) which was placed in the back part of the neutral zone. After the preference tests, we measured SL of the shoal mates (29.4 ± 0.6 mm) and returned them to their maintenance tank. We exchanged females used to compose the shoals between trials.
2.3. Video animations

Using animated stimuli is a way to standardize behavioural experiments, increases their repeatability and provides robust internal controls (as only the trait of interest will be manipulated while providing otherwise identical stimuli) and has become a powerful tool to study mate choice [42]. Video animations have been successfully applied in behavioural studies on Gambusia spp. and other poeciliids [21,43–46].

For the animations, we took photos of 10 males and five females from the same population in lateral view (Canon EOS 600D, © Canon Inc.). We cut out the fish silhouette from the background of the photos and standardized them by adjusting an average body size (SL, males: 21.8 mm, females: 36.0 mm) using Adobe® Photoshop CS5.

To generate animations, we used Adobe® Flash professional CS6 with a screen resolution of 800 × 600 pixels. Each animation showed a female and a male (swimming 1 cm underneath, and slightly behind the female), both of which were moving horizontally from one side of the screen to the other within 10 s. The pair disappeared for 2 s, invisibly changed direction and then moved back in the opposite direction. During the constant movement, we simulated sexual interactions in a way that the male moved upwards to the female, touching her genital pore with his snout (‘nipping’ behaviour; electronic supplementary material, video). We thus created three types of animations with different levels of sexual activity. We decided to use ‘nipping’ behaviour because it is the most visible mating behaviour in non-courting poeciliid species and can be observed frequently [21]. Furthermore, it is easy to animate and poeciliid females respond to animations showing this type of behaviour [21].

To avoid pseudo-replication [42], we created 10 different sets of animations, and each focal female was later presented with one of these sets. We used the same male and female photos for control animations, in which they were shown swimming horizontally from one side of the screen to the other without any sexual behaviour. Hence, each focal female saw the same male phenotype in the control and sexual activity animations, differing only in the frequency of animated sexual behaviour.

2.4. Statistical analyses

We calculated focal females’ strength of preference (SOP) for the sexually active male versus control male as: time spent with sexually active male/time spent near both animation types. SOP-values served as the dependent variable in a linear mixed model (LMM) with ‘focal female ID’ as a random factor. ‘Male sexual activity’ (low, medium and high) and ‘treatment’ (three cohorts of focal females) as well as their interaction term were included as fixed factors. ‘Focal female SL’ was initially included as a covariate but removed from the model as it did not have a significant effect ($F_{1,134} = 0.60, p = 0.44$). For post hoc evaluation, a significant preference (SOP > 0.5) or avoidance (SOP < 0.5) was inferred from 95% CIs of the estimated marginal means not overlapping 0.5. Similarly, we inferred significant differences in SOP for different male sexual activity levels within each female cohort when 95% CIs did not overlap (electronic supplementary material, S5). Moreover, we tested if the three cohorts of focal females would differ in total association times (sum of times spent near both types of animations). We compared total association times between the three cohorts using a one-way ANOVA.

All statistical analyses were run in SPSS v. 23.0. Assumptions of normal error distribution and homoscedasticity (as required for the analytical models we used) were met in case of all dependent variables.

3. Results

To assess how females evaluate variation in male sexual activity during mate choice, we presented individual focal females with computer-animated males showing three different levels of male sexual activity (low: 1.5, medium: 3 and high: 6 sexual behaviours per minute). Differences in female preference functions among the three cohorts of focal females (sexually experienced females tested alone, sexually experienced females tested in a group and virgin females tested alone) were reflected in our LMM by a significant interaction term of ‘treatment × male sexual activity’ ($F_{4,135} = 5.77, p < 0.001$; main effects, treatment: $F_{2,135} = 2.84, p = 0.060$; male sexual activity: $F_{2,135} = 8.52, p < 0.001$). Sexually experienced females that were tested alone exhibited indiscriminate responses towards males with low sexual activity (i.e. SOP-scores close to 0.5), a preference for males with intermediate sexual activity (SOP greater than 0.5) and aversive behaviour when presented with males showing high sexual activity (SOP < 0.5). This resulted in a bell-shaped preference function (figure 1a).
Figure 1. Female preferences for male sexual activity. SOP-values, calculated from association times in binary choice tests (see Methods) of (a) sexually experienced G. holbrooki females when tested alone, (b) sexually experienced females when tested in the presence of a protective shoal of conspecific females and (c) single, virgin females. Focal females could choose between computer animations showing a virtual male that exhibited low, medium and high sexual activity (1.5, 3 and 6 pre-copulatory behaviours per minute) and another animation showing a male that exhibited no sexual behaviour. No preference resulted in SOP = 0.5 (dotted line), while values greater than 0.5 indicate attraction, and values less than 0.5 aversive responses towards the sexually active stimulus male. Solid lines represent means of the respective cohort/treatment. Statistical significance (*) was inferred from 95% CIs of estimated marginal means not overlapping SOP = 0.5.

When sexually experienced focal females were tested in the presence of a protective shoal, they showed different responses, with slightly weaker preferences for intermediate sexual activity (which still elicited a positive response, i.e. SOP > 0.5; figure 1b). Notably, female responses to males with high sexual activity were significantly different from those observed when females were tested without a shoal present (this difference was evidenced by non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals of estimated marginal means between both cohorts of females; see electronic supplementary material, table S5). In this test situation, females were attracted (SOP > 0.5) to the animation showing males with high sexual activity.

Finally, sexually inexperienced (virgin) females did not show any pattern of attraction or aversion in response to the three types of animations (all SOP-values close to 0.5; figure 1c).

Total time spent in both preference zones (= total association time) differed among cohorts (one-way ANOVA: $F_{2,47} = 32.96$, $p < 0.001$) and was highest in virgins (mean ± s.e.: 330 ± 26 s), followed by sexually experienced females (294 ± 13 s). Experienced females tested in a group showed the lowest total association times (112 ± 15 s), probably because they spent more time in the neutral zone associating with the female group. This does, however, not necessarily affect relative times spent near the different animations.

4. Discussion

Theory predicts directional selection to favour high intrinsic male mating activity [1,5], especially when male investment into individual offspring is low, like in coercive mating systems, as seen in G. holbrooki. Nevertheless, G. holbrooki males show pronounced and consistent individual variation in sexual activity (electronic supplementary material, S1). In our study, we identified one mechanism that could contribute to the maintenance of the observed variation in male sexual activity. We found sexually experienced females to prefer males showing medium sexual activity and to avoid highly sexually active males when tested alone. However, this preference changed, and highly sexually active males became more attractive when females were tested with a group of conspecific females. Sexually naive (virgin) females did not show any preference related to male sexual activity.

If consistent differences in male sexual activity have a heritable component, they are potentially subject to selection, including intersexual selection. We tested the hypothesis that females alter their preference for highly sexually active mating partners depending on the current social context. Single G. holbrooki females preferred intermediately sexually active males but avoided high levels of sexual activity. These results suggest balancing (rather than directional) selection acting on male sexual activity.
levels through female mate choice. We argue that this pattern results from a trade-off between indirect benefits and direct costs associated with highly sexually active males. High male sexual activity probably increases mating rates and, therefore, the number of offspring males can father—a trait that sons could inherit from their fathers [24]. On the other hand, frequent mating harms females in several ways, including genital trauma [47,48] and reduced foraging efficiency [17,19,49], especially in coercive mating systems [13,25]. Furthermore, sexual harassment can increase individuals’ conspicuousness to predators [50–52]. An alternative, not mutually exclusive explanation of female preferences for sexually active males over control males could be social attraction. While fish in control animations only showed continuous swimming movement, animations of sexually active males additionally showed nipping behaviour, which could attract focal females as it resembles conditions in natural shoals, or simply because the more active animation pair was more conspicuous. However, those explanations fail to explain the observed bell-shaped preference function, especially the distinct (context-dependent) avoidance of animations showing the highest level of sexual activity. Avoidance of male sexual harassment provides a more plausible explanation for this pattern.

Female mosquitofish avoid male sexual harassment by forming all-female shoals, in which male harassment is diluted and females benefit from increased group vigilance [17,18]. Thus, shoaling lowers the costs of mating with highly sexually active males. Indeed, females changed their behaviour when exerting mate choice in the vicinity of three conspecific females: the distinct avoidance of highly sexually active males was no longer detectable. Our results, therefore, confirm that female preferences for male sexual activity are dependent on social context. In natural populations, poeciliids face a highly variable social environment due to temporal and spatial fluctuations in population densities [52,53], sex ratios [54,55] and group cohesiveness [56]. Accordingly, context-dependent adjustment of female mate choice could indeed contribute to the maintenance of consistent individual differences in sexual activity among males in natural populations.

Also in other poeciliids, direct costs of mating with high-quality males can lead to patterns of context-dependent female mate choice. For example, male ornamentation in guppies (Poecilia reticulata) is an indicator of male quality [57–60] and females prefer brightly coloured males [52]. In the presence of predators, however, females prefer paler and less conspicuous males [61–63], probably to decrease their own risk of falling victim to predation [51,64]. Likewise, Poecilia mexicana females show a predilection for large, colourful males but prefer smaller, less colourful ones in the presence of predators [65].

Finally, we asked if the pattern reported here is learned, or part of the innate behavioural repertoire of our study species. In our study, females that never interacted with males before the mate choice tests did not show any preference related to male sexual activity. This finding has two important implications: (i) virgin females potentially also contribute to the maintenance of variation in male sexual activity and (ii) female choice for male sexual activity requires sexual experience. Given that poeciliid fishes were repeatedly shown to observe sexual interactions in their social environment (e.g. during mate choice copying [27,66,67]), an interesting question for future studies would be whether females learn only from own sexual interactions or whether (and to what extent) they might also use social information.
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